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What will we talk about?

u Sleep Basics
u Sleep concerns
u Providing a comfortable sleep setting
u Bedtime routines
u Teaching your child to fall asleep alone
u Promoting good sleep
u What is sleep does not improve?
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Why Sleep? 

u 50-80 % of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder are affected by sleep 
difficulties (falling asleep, staying asleep, frequent nighttime awakenings, etc.)

u Sleep is one of the most commonly reported concerns by parents of Children 
with ASD

u Behaviors could be caused from sleep difficulties

u There are treatments for insomnia!!!
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Why do we need sleep?

u Remember what we learned
u Concentrate and organize our thoughts
u React quickly
u Work accurately and efficiently
u Be creative
u Think abstractly
u Have better health and mood
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How does sleep work?
Everyone has an internal circadian clock 
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How does sleep work? ( continued)

u The Circadian Clock sends signals to part of the 
your brain to help regulate:
1. Sleep –wake cycle
2. Body temperature
3. Feeding patterns
4. Alertness
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What is Melatonin?

u Melatonin is a hormone produced in the body that plays a roll in sleep

u It is regulated by the circadian clock

u Melatonin is produced by a pine cone shaped gland in the brain called the 
pineal gland

u Secreted and transported through the body in response to darkness (increased 
production in the evening and decreases during the day or light)

u Causes drowsiness 

Under the care of a medical specialist, Melatonin supplements 
may be helpful
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Phases of Sleep 

u REM SLEEP : This occurs about 90 minutes after falling asleep.  Your eyes 
move rapidly from side to side behind closed eyelids.  Your breathing becomes 
faster and irregular, and your heart rate and blood pressure increase to near 
waking levels.  Most of your dreaming occurs during REM sleep, although some 
can also occur in non-REM sleep.  Your arm and leg muscles become 
temporarily paralyzed, which prevents you from acting out your dreams.

u Infants start out in REM sleep

u They spend more time in REM sleep than older children and adults

u Non-REM: older children and adults start out in non-REM sleep

u We have approximately 4-6 cycles nightly of Non-REM alternating 
with REM sleep 
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non-REM: Stage 1

u Light sleep

u Brainwaves are fairly active

u If awakened, quickly becomes alert

u Heartbeat, breathing, and eye movements slow

u Muscles relax and occasional twitching my occur.
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non-REM: Stage 2

u Preparation for deep sleep occurs

u Brain wave activity starts to slow but is marked by briefs bursts of electrical 
activity

u Your body temperature drops slightly

u Breathing and heart rate starts to slow

u Muscles relax further

u Eye movement stops
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non-REM: Stage 3

u The deepest sleep occurs: this is what helps you feel refreshed in the morning!

u Occurs in longer periods during the first half of the night

u Breathing and heartrate are rhythmic

u If awakened, confused and slow transition to alertness

u Limited muscle activity

u This is when the body repairs physiologically
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What are common sleep difficulties?

u Trouble falling asleep/resisting bedtime

u Trouble staying asleep/waking up at night frequently

u Waking early in the morning
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Symptoms of Concern

u Snoring
u Gasping for breath while sleeping
u Mouth breathing
u Reflux
u Restlessness
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So…where do we start?

u Provide a comfortable sleep setting

u Establish a regular bedtime routine

u Teach your child to fall asleep alone

u Encourage behaviors that promote sleep
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Age Group Recommended Hours of Sleep Per Day
Newborn 0–3 months 14–17 hours (National Sleep 

Foundation)
1

No recommendation (American 
Academy of Sleep Medicine)

2

Infant 4–12 months 12–16 hours per 24 hours (including 
naps)

2

Toddler 1–2 years 11–14 hours per 24 hours (including 
naps)

2

Preschool 3–5 years 10–13 hours per 24 hours (including 
naps)

2

School Age 6–12 years 9–12 hours per 24 hours
2

Teen 13–18 years 8–10 hours per 24 hours
2

Adult 18–60 years 7 or more hours per night
3

61–64 years 7–9 hours
1

65 years and older 7–8 hours
1
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Some tips for Success!

u Select ideas that work well for your family   

u Consistency is KEY –plan to implement strategies when you have time and 
energy to remain consistent and determined 

u Try one small change at a time

u BE PATIENT ( with your child AND yourself)

u It can take a while to see progress
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Providing a Comfortable Sleep Setting

QUIET:

Provide a quiet environment to sleep in whenever possible!
u Using music or television to fall asleep is NOT recommended

u Household noise should be reduced
u noise from siblings, pets, television, computers, video games, or music from other areas of 

the home
u “White Noise” can be used

u Sound machines are available
u A fan or air filter system could be effective

u These should stay on throughout the night

Children with autism tend to have more sensitivities to noise during the night than other 
children
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Providing a Comfortable Sleep Setting

DARK:

u The body produces Melatonin when it is dark ( did you know light suppresses 
Melatonin secretion?) 

u May use heavier curtains/black out curtains    

u A nightlight or dim lighting may be used 

u If lighting is used, should stay on all night (remember-CONSISTENCY)
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Providing a Comfortable Sleep Setting

TEMPERATURE:

u Not too hot-Not too cold

TEXTURES:

u Does the child prefer tight or loose fitting pajamas?

u Does the child prefer light or heavy covers?
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Establish Regular Bedtime Habits

Bedtime habits should be…

u Routine

u Predictable/expected

u Soothing ( avoid exciting activities right before bedtime)

u Short

u Ideal range is 15-30 minutes

• Younger children will have shortest routine

• Increase length of routine as the child grows

• Should never be longer than 60 m inutes
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Establish Regular Bedtime Habits

Here are a few simple tips to a Better Bedtime Routine
u Try to do as many activities as possible in the child’s 

bedroom
u Routine should be done in the same order each night
u Do “stimulating” or “non-preferred” parts of the routing 

first
u Use visual schedules **
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Establish Regular Bedtime Habits
u Keep a regular schedule

- Choose a consistent bedtime- 7 days a week!

* Try to go to bed AND wake up at the same time everyday( no 
more than an hour before or after normal time)

u Make sure the “time is right”

u If a child takes more than 1 hour to fall asleep, it may be too early 

u Food counts

u Establish meal times

• Eat breakfast, lunch, dinner and even snacks around the sam e tim e each day

• No heavy m eals or large snacks late at night or caffeine 

• Give a light snack with Carbohydrates (exam ple: cheese and crackers or fruit)
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Establish Regular Bedtime Habits

u Nap Time :

§ Keep nap times on a regular schedule

§ Nap time in the bedroom is best

§ Do not allow your child to sleep past 4pm

§ Older Children should avoid napping
u If needed, lim it to no longer than 20-30 m inute

u Electronics: 

§ Remove electronics from the bedroom

§ Try to have all electronics ( TV, phones, tablets, computers, etc.) off at least 30 
minutes prior to bedtime
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Establish Regular Bedtime Habits
u Visual Schedules 

u Why use visual schedules?

§ Breaks down a bedtime routine into steps

§ Helps the child understand what to expect

§ Helps the child focus on the process 
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Establish Regular Bedtime Habits

Exposure to sunlight in the morning and darkness at night will encourage a regular 
schedule (remember what we learned about Melatonin production and secretion)! 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
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Teenagers…

u Most teenagers have a change in their sleep pattern when they hit puberty

u Feel less tired when they had been routinely going to bed and like to wake up 
later in the day

u Continue to try to have them shut off all electronics at least 30 minutes prior to 
bedtime

u Allow for 30minutes to 1 hour later for a target bedtime goal for your teenager 
as many still require 9 hours of sleep nightly

u And remember: Dark, Quiet, Calm and Cool still applies
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Teach Your Child to Fall Asleep Alone

Sleeping alone promotes better quality of sleep!

u Ferber Method (extinction)

u Rock Chair Method 

u Bedtime Pass
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reform_Party_(Singapore)
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Teach Your Child to Fall Asleep Alone

u FERBER METHOD ( Extinction)

§ The “Cry It Out” Method

§ Can be started as early as 6 months of age

§ Let the child cry for a pre-determined amount of time before going back in 
(First day, intervals should be 3 minutes, then 5 minutes, and then 10 
minutes)

§ Make the length of each wait time longer before returning to the room

§ Visits should be brief, with limited physical and verbal contact
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Teach Your Child to Fall Asleep Alone

u Rocking Chair Method

§ Done gradually over a few weeks’ time

Sit on 

bed with 
child 

Sit in 
chair 

next to 

the bed

Move chair 
closer to 
the door 

over time

Move the 
chair 

outside 

of the 
room
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Teach Your Child to Fall Asleep Alone

u Rocking Chair Method ( cont.)
u Once you are out of the room, only check on the child if he/she is upset

§ Wait longer each time you go back in

§ Remember…visits should be brief, with limited verbal and physical interaction
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Teach Your Child to Fall Asleep Alone

u BEDTIME PASS

§ “Ticket” that can be traded in to 
get a visit from a parent, a drink 
of water, hug, or a kiss

§ If they do not trade in their 
Bedtime Pass, they receive a 
special treat in the morning!

31
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Encourage Behaviors that Promote Sleep 

u Physical Activity
§ Exercise can help make it easier to fall asleep quicker and promote a deeper 

sleep

§ Exercise early in the day is best

§ Stop all vigorous activity 2-3 hours before bedtime 

§ Engage your child in relaxing activities at least an hour before bed
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Encourage Behaviors that Promote Sleep

u Food and Beverages

u Limit caffeinated foods and beverages in the afternoon and evening ( e.g. 
chocolate, coffee, soda, tea) 

u Caffeine stays in the body for 3-5 hours BUT the effect of caffeine can last 
up to 12 hours

u Some children may sleep best when all caffeinated products are taken out of 
their diet
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What about my other children?

u A consistent routine is good for EVERYONE!

u Think of ways that siblings can help each other fall asleep

u Siblings can help each other engage in calming activities before bed

u Staggered bedtimes
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What if sleep has not improved?

u Talk to your child’s physician
§ Explore any medical reasons your child may not be sleeping

§ Explore the possibility of meeting with a Sleep Specialist 

§ Determine if medications may be necessary

*Please note: Any medications (prescription or over the 
counter medications) for sleep should be given under the care of 
a medical specialist.
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QUESTIONS?? 
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